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# 01

# 02

# 03

�UALITY IS EVERYTHING.
WITHOUT IT, NOTHING
ELSE MATTERS.
Ultimately, the choice of a bathroom
isn’t just for today or tomorrow, but the
long term. Every morning, we start each
day in the place where water flows and
we end it there too. It’s a constant in our
lives� the place we visit to refresh and
regroup throughout the day. At Viega,
that’s why we dedicate ourselves to
translating our 120 years of expertise
and beautiful engineering into bathrooms beyond compare – including the
parts beneath the surface. We aim to
make every day even better than the
last by listening to our customers and by

designing and developing products and
services that meet their needs. Always
on trend, and even ahead of it – as our
approach to digital solutions, design
and quality proves. And we make sure
to take the time we need to do things
properly. That means a better outcome
for you and keeps our quality assurance,
research and development standards
high – so we have what it takes to rise to
any challenge.
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THE BATHROOM.
EXACTLY
WHAT YOU WANT
IT TO BE
A place where you can be ourselves.
A place you leave feeling different from when you went in.
Where you can transform.
An oasis of quiet or a networked paradise.
A place to retreat from the world or embrace a bold future.
A place that helps us feel ready.
To face the morning. Or the night.
Or anything in between.
A place that gives us what you need, anticipates our feelings and knows what you’re thinking.
Where design and technology work in harmony.
And quality is part of the experience.
A place that cloaks sophisticated engineering in
elegant understatement.
And where you don’t just feel good – you feel inspired.
Where everything comes together.
Or begins afresh.
It’s the place that should be exactly what you want it to be.
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IMAGINE A BATHROOM THAT ADAPTS
TO ITS USERS.
THE BATHROOM
OF THE FUTURE IS
A BATHROOM FOR
EVERYONE.
A conversation on the future of
bathrooms with Dirk Meuleneers,
qualified interior designer and
CEO at Studio Meuleneers.

Interview 7

THE BATHROOM IS
CHANGING. DESIGN
HAS TO COME FIRST.
These days, we’re all on a quest for personal fulfilment. And the demographics of the
world around us are changing. Our bathrooms are starting to reflect both of those
things: increasingly, we’re looking for products that don’t just have a great design,
but also provide comfort and accommodate what our future needs might be. Here,
interior designer Dirk Meuleneers from Studio Meuleneers in Krefeld, Germany, talks
about what he believes the future holds for bathrooms like these. Showcasing luxurious bathrooms as a lifestyle element, Studio Meuleneers has gained a prestigious
reputation in the industry.

VISIGN: What are the basics of a great
bathroom, in your view?
Dirk Meuleneers: The materials, colours
and shapes used in bathroom designs
should be right for the times, but bathrooms also need to be suitable for people
of all ages to use. Achieving that comes
down to planning that’s forward-thinking,
a carefully structured space and enough
room to move around.
How do you approach the planning
process?
We think about what the future is likely to
bring and focus on delivering high-quality
design that’s functional, smart and userfriendly. We start by planning for both
a bathtub and a level-access shower,
which means we can accommodate all
ages and preferences.
What would you advise when it comes
to choosing products?
You should look for products that have
sophisticated engineering and work in
a smart, intuitive way. Viega’s Visign range
is a good example of that: It provides
timeless, high-quality designs, plus features like electronic bath controls that
automatically set the right water temperature and fill depth.

Lighting must be an important
consideration too.
Definitely. It’s all about installing the right
light in the right location to achieve the
perfect blend of direct and indirect illumination, creating a feeling of security,
comfort and well-being. Effective lighting
will also enhance the impact of colours
and materials.
How does the Viega Visign range elevate bathrooms to a luxury status?
Viega’s Visign range has all kinds of
great solutions that are right on trend.
It offers a whole spectrum of colours,
surfaces, materials, lighting options and
shapes to cater to all tastes. Everything
from the flush plate to the odour trap
is also supplied as a single piece, so
there’s nothing to put together, and the
intuitive smart home solutions provide
the very latest digital features. In addition
the products can be adapted to all ages,
which is great considering the demographic changes that we are seeing in
society. Viega’s Visign range really does
provide everything the bathroom of the
future will need.

VISIGN IS WHERE
TECHNOLOGY AND
COMFORT COME
TOGETHER.
Our numerous innovations and award-winning design
help you transform your bathroom from a basic
washroom into a digital, multifunctional experience that
exudes comfort and makes you feel great.

# 01

Visign flush plates
The new Visign flush plates not only leave scope
to play with different designs, but also provide an
intuitive experience thanks to features such as
touch-free sensor-activated flushing and LED lighting,
found in our Visign for More 205.
See page 10

# 02

Visign bathtub controls
The intelligent Multiplex Trio E range of bathtub
controls can be positioned anywhere and save you
from staying on your feet longer than you have to
after a long day at work. Simply use your smartphone
to set the temperature and fill depth to exactly what
you want.
See page 16

# 03
Visign bathroom drains
The Advantix Cleviva shower channel is
a flexible option that’s compatible with any
space and the latest colour palettes in
bathroom design. Easy to install, it is available in on trend colours that will make it
a highlight of any bathroom.
See page 20

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF ANY
BATHROOM.
For more inspiration and information about
Viega’s intelligent bathroom solutions, visit:
viega.com/Visign

8 Visign range

AN OASIS OF QUIET OR A
NETWORKED PARADISE.
A PLACE TO RETREAT FROM THE
WORLD OR EMBRACE
A BOLD FUTURE.

# 03

Visign bathroom drains
See page 20

# 02

Visign bathtub controls
See page 16
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# 01

Visign flush plates
See page 10

10 Flush plates

Award-winning design

Visign for More 202

Visign for More 201

Visign for More 20�

Visign for More 200

Visign for Style 23 and 2�,
Visign for More 202 and 20�

Visign for More 201

Visign for Style 23 and 2�,
Visign for More 20�

Flush plates 11

#
01
Visign flush plates
FORM CONNECTS WITH
FUNCTION.
Featuring clean lines, flawless contours and beautifully tactile surfaces,
the Visign for More and Visign for Style flush plate ranges are standout
pieces of design. They are available in a host of materials and colours
inspired by places across the globe, enabling the range to match all the
latest trends in ceramic fittings and tiles. Visign flush plates are com
patible with all Viega Prevista flush cisterns and pre-wall systems. Behind
their stunning exterior, they conceal strikingly intelligent technical features.

Visign for More –
for that extra-special something
Visign for More offers high-quality metal
and glass versions, catering to customers
looking for an exclusive touch. Featuring
a delicate style that appears weightless,
the touch-free flushing mechanism in the
sensitive versions reinforces the feeling
of effortlessness. The wide variety of colours available means that you’ll always
find the perfect addition to your bathroom.

Visign for Style –
stylish options
Visign for Style is all about an unfussy,
timeless look with great functions that
are easy to use. Its high-quality plastic
materials can accommodate any kind of
design – and it offers a whole range of
colours too.

12 Flush plates

Visign flush plates

DESIGN FOR THE
FUTURE.
Great design doesn’t just look good – it also works beautifully.
Visign flush plates offer all the benefits that a bathroom designed
with the future in mind should have: innovative solutions that
meet high standards of hygiene, a range of different installation
options, practical ambient lighting and, of course, a stunning look.

Hygiene that comes naturally
To prevent the stagnation that can occur
when WCs are temporarily out of use, the
hygiene technology in electronic Visign
flush plates performs flushing automatically – with customisable intervals and
flush volumes. This controlled method of
water exchange maintains outstanding
levels of water quality in your bathroom.

Flush plates 13

Illuminating
Providing an atmospheric feature or
simply a helping hand in the dark, several
of Viega’s Visign for More flush plates
have the option of an illuminated installation frame that responds when a user
approaches by emitting a pleasant light.
Visign for More 202 and 205 flush plates
are equipped with LED lighting as standard.

Let your creativity run wild
Sophisticated design and high-quality
materials have long been indispensable
elements of modern bathrooms. Today,
bathrooms are designed with at least the
same meticulous attention to detail as
living rooms, and where individuality is
just as important as the space and the
quality of the fittings. Our extensive range
of colours and materials makes it easy to
transform any vision into a reality.
Making a discreet impact
The beautiful design of the Visign range
doesn’t need over-emphasis. The variants that fit flush with the tiles can be
effortlessly installed, yielding a perfectly
even surface. This flush-fit design looks
particularly captivating in combination
with natural stone tiles.

Installation flush
with tiles

14 Flush plates

Visign for Style 2� –
perfectly proportioned
With its distinct vertical button design,
Visign for Style 24 offers a captivating
look that is all about clean lines and meticulous geometry. The bicolour version,
available in a range of materials, emphasises this design’s unconventional look
and delivers that extra special something
in any bathroom.

Visign for More 20� sensitive –
no contact needed
A bathroom that intuitively anticipates
what its users want needs a flush plate
that activates before it has to be touched.
Simply moving a hand in front of the
plate triggers the electronic flush with
one of two flush volumes – an uncompromisingly hygienic solution that needs
no contact and even saves water. The
high-quality chrome frame and the level,
easy-care glass surface are the perfect
complement to elegant, comfort-focused
bathroom designs.

Visign for More 201 –
flowing together
The unadorned Visign for More 201 flush
plates are available with an alluring range
of stainless steel shades and an optional
LED installation frame. Their gentle, fluid
aesthetic needs no extra features to
enhance it and provides a sensual, visually appealing highlight of any minimalist
bathroom design.
Visign for More 20�

Visign for More 202 –
whatever turns you on
This electronic flush button with LED
lighting has a quite literally outstanding
design and provides a revolutionary
alternative to the more common flat
options. Its organic shape cries out to be
touched and installation that is flush with
the tiles is also available – even with special colours.

LED technology

Activation from
front and above

Touch-free

Hygiene technology

Installation flush
with tiles

Flush plates 15

Visign for More 200 –
naturally beautiful
Wood touches something within us and
brings us closer to nature. Made from real
wood veneer (stained smoked oak), this
flush plate lends the bathroom a warm,
organic feature whose gently curved
shape enhances its natural appeal.
This Red Dot Design Award winner is
also available in a range of other colours,
special colours and materials – because creating something unique with
the perfect materials is rooted in the
Visign for More 200 philosophy. The
high-quality materials and surfaces available range from opulent finishes and real
wood to rear-painted glass.

Our online flush plate configurator
is an easy way to help you make the
decision that is right for you:

flushplates.viega.com
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Award-winning design

Multiplex Trio E2 and E3

Bathtub controls 17

#
02
Visign bathtub controls
MA�E YOUR BATHROOM
FIT YOUR LIFESTYLE.
The bathroom is a place to indulge. That’s why it needs a design
that puts comfort first. Space-saving solutions, high-quality
chrome surfaces and convenient smart home controls that store
custom settings are just some of the advantages of the Viega
range – turning any bath into an extraordinary experience.

The term �smart home�
might sound modern, but the concept of
a networked house actually dates as far
back as 1922 when it featured in Buster
Keaton’s silent film �The Electric House�.
At that time merely an entertaining flight
of fancy, by 2010 the smart home had
become democratised through the invention of bidirectional wireless standards such as Bluetooth� and WLAN. This
ability to transmit data without cables
has made the smart home market one of
the most innovative and fastest-growing
out there.

18 Bathtub controls

Visign bathtub controls

DIGITAL DOMESTICITY: THE
BUTLER FOR YOUR BATHROOM.
For a true taste of luxury, our new electronically controlled Multiplex Trio E taps are
a multifunctional unit that you can use to start a bath running and control the water
temperature and flow volume with just a touch of your finger. An illuminated circle
displays the temperature, and once the customised fill depth has been reached,
the memory function automatically stops the water running. All of the control elements in the Multiplex E range can be positioned anywhere on the wall or the edge
of the bathtub. And of course, they are also compatible with the Multiplex Trio and
Rotaplex Trio ranges of overflow furnishings.

Viega Multiplex Trio units can also be
operated via a WiFi module.

Bathtub controls 19

Control elements
Multiplex Trio E3
The display element enables intuitive
operation, showing customisable settings
for the water temperature, flow volume
and fill volume. Touching it gently also
brings up a user menu that provides all
the additional bathtub filling functions.
The temperature selection and on�off
functions are combined in a single chromeplated control element.
Multiplex Trio E2
Two control elements are used to fill the
bathtub: one for the on�off function and
water temperature, and one for the flow
volume and switching to the hand shower.
This design keeps the functions separate
but provides an all-in-one look.

Drain and filling options

Multiplex Trio with Visign MT�
This combined flow, drain and overflow
furnishing features an appealing ultra-slim
design that fits especially well with slender
bathtub bodies. Its high-quality, unobtrusive appearance won it the Red Dot
Design award. For the first time, it is now
also available in special colours.

Multiplex Trio F base filling unit
A bathtub feature that’s a real star. This
smart alternative to wall-mounted filling
units is a new way of getting water into
your tub. The water emanates from the
base in a star-shaped pattern and emits
hardly any sound.

Multiplex Trio with Visign MT�
This elegant flow and drain model allows
the fill depth to reach as much as 5 cm
higher than normal, providing a little extra
luxury and making more of the space
available in the bathtub. All it takes is one
press to increase the water level. A range
of special colours is available to suit even
unusual design needs.
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Advantix Vario
The Viega Advantix Vario shower channel
features a customisable length and blends
seamlessly into the latest bathroom design
concepts. Straight, U-shaped and corner
versions can all be installed easily.

Award-winning design

Advantix Cleviva

Advantix Cleviva

Advantix Vario wall drain

Advantix Cleviva
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#
03
Visign bathroom drains
EVERY DETAIL A
MASTERPIECE.
Turning a bathroom into a centre of well-being requires elevated design
standards and a more bespoke approach. Viega’s extensive selection of
high-quality bathroom drain systems helps you take things to the next level.
Open up a fantastic new world of design
options with Advantix for heavy use,
Advantix Vario with its range of shapes
that deliver maximum installation
flexibility, and the uniquely elegant
Advantix Cleviva with its surface-guided
single-point drainage system. The gratings in the Visign product line also provide visual highlights, while the drains
that accompany them reliably prevent
odours from spreading and maintain high
performance standards. Our products
have been the recipients of numerous
design awards.
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Visign bathroom drains

BEAUTY AND PRACTICALITY
AS ONE.
With the continuous tiling effect they create, floor-even showers are often a highlight of bathroom
designs. However, tile gradients place certain technical limitations on them. That’s where the
Advantix range comes in. Its smart drainage solution that extends along the whole shower length
means fewer restrictions and allows even large tiles to be laid in a way that looks great.

Advantix Vario wall drain

Advantix Vario –
a consistently stunning option
The Advantix Vario wall drain is another
elegantly designed solution. The stainless steel grating runs horizontally along
the wall, allowing the floor covering to
be laid evenly right up to the wall with
no need to cut gradients into it. It’s even
possible to install this solution without
the slotted grating element.

Uncompromising variety
You shouldn’t have to compromise on
your dream design. Advantix Vario is
beautifully compatible with your requirements and existing bathroom space
– whether you’re looking for a standalone element or something installed
in or on the wall. It also comes in three
different versions: straight, L-shaped
or U-shaped. And for renovation projects, the wall drain and shower channel
are available with an installation height
of 70 mm. The Advantix Vario models
work in perfect harmony with any bathroom environment, whatever your colour
scheme might be. Their delicate stainless steel gratings provide a perfect transition point to any tile pattern, while the
optional tile trim rails open up even more

design options. No wonder that these
high-quality products have been the
recipients of renowned design awards.
Advantix –
because less is often more
Enabling tiling options with or without
edges, Advantix shower channels prove
that high-quality design concepts can be
brought to life in projects with a range of
budgets. They add the perfect accent to
the nine different grating designs, delivering a minimalist, unobtrusive and elegant
look together with outstanding drainage.
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Advantix Cleviva –
unlimited possibilities
Elevate any bathroom to a spa-like
experience with the �ve colour options
available: stainless steel matte, stainless steel copper-gold-coloured matte,
stainless steel gold-coloured brushed,
stainless-steel champagne matte and
stainless steel black matte. Other special
colours are also available on request.
The insert for the shower channel pro�le
can be provided with one or two inlet
openings, opening up two additional design options.
Advantix Cleviva shower channel

A clean solution
Advantix �leviva solutions aren’t just elegant: they’re also easy to use and maintain impeccable hygiene standards. The
open drain pro�le prevents dirt from building up and can be simply wiped clean,
so there’s no need to remove a grating.
�erfectly positioned
The flexible Advantix �leviva shower
channel can be installed anywhere
within the tile surface: in the middle, off to
the side or even directly on the wall. As
it is level at both ends, the shower pro�le
can also be extended to any length.
�or more about �leviva products, visit
viega.com�Cleviva

Off�centre
positioning

Centre
positioning

�irectly on
the wall

Our online shower channel con�gurator
is an easy way to help you make the
decision that is right for you�

Advantix shower channel

advantix.viega.com
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Advantix RS5
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Odour trap for washbasins –
flawless down to the last detail
Available in bottle and pipe versions, our
odour traps meet the same high standards of quality and design that we apply
to everything else we do. They come
in high-gloss chrome-plated brass as
standard, but are also available in special
colours – and all with outstanding flow
properties, providing the perfect solution
for any bathroom. Viega universal and
slotted valves are either available in a version that is not lockable or come with an
innovative locking mechanism. They are
opened and closed by gently pressing on
the cover – a contemporary addition.

Eleganta odour trap for washbasins

Make showering an experience
Whether you’re installing a rainfall or
waterfall style of shower, the drainage
technology needs to live up to the
same standards as the shower itself to
create a relaxing experience. Our matching drains are the perfect complement
to your Visign bathroom design and
come in a range of shapes, from round
versions to suit flowing contours to the
squared-off angles of Advantix gratings
for linear and graphic architectural styles.

These and other designs are available as
floor drain gratings.

Tileable variant for truly bespoke design
Advantix RS4

Advantix RS15 Advantix RS2

SHAPE AND
COLOUR NEVER
STAND ALONE.
Their effect always unfolds in the
context of the overall space.

Advantix Cleviva

Shine on

Luxurious designs
with chrome finishes.

Visign for More 202

TASTES �IGHT
VARY, BUT GREAT
DESIGN ALWAYS
�A�ES AN I�PACT.
Achim Pohl,
CEO and designer at ARTEFA�T design
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Colours� shapes� materials

FRO� BATHROO� TO
SENSOR� E��ER�ENCE.
Colours, materials and shapes are more than �ust visual highlights� they paint the
feelings that a bathroom seeks to awaken. And because every one of us perceives
them differently, they need to be placed in the context of an overall design � as
elements working within an environment � to be viewed as they’re genuinely intended. Whether they deliberately use �uxtapositions or take a homogeneous approach,
interiors with features that work in harmony are what transform a bathroom into
a coherent whole that appeals to the eyes and the senses.
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ARTEFA�T was given the uni�ue
opportunity to develop an entire product
range, and in doing so, approached
the process from both a strategic and
a design-focused viewpoint.
�Good design isn’t prescriptive. It needs to enhance the
different lifestyles of the people who use the products
in question every day. There has to be an appropriate
balance between design and function in order to meet
various users’ needs. But the function, operation and
price all matter just as much as the design, of course:
they too have to achieve the right balance so that they
can accommodate different needs and market segments.
A facet of bathrooms that is immediately striking is their
need for products that work in harmony with complex
surroundings. Visign for More 200 flush plates have
been designed to do exactly this, with easy-to-use
control elements that are the main feature of the minimalist design and lend the plates a strong identity.
Their design blends seamlessly into all kinds of environments and is available with a vast range of materials
and colours for beautifully bespoke options.
The material and surface properties are themselves
a key factor in the design and strategic focus of the
Visign family, and provide strong links between its
various members. Wood, glass and metal options in
a range of colours and surface finishes give the products an even more unique identity in the feelings they
awaken. Even surfaces like copper provide an ideal
way of enhancing products, bringing them in line with
today’s strong focus on making bathrooms a sensory
experience. Visign for More 202 products are one example of this appeal to the senses, with their enticing
symbiosis of shapes that appear contrasting. They
make users want to touch them and operate them – to
find out how they work. Using the very latest technology is also a vital part of design as it allows us to reach
new standards in the all-important area of hygiene. The
new Visign for Style 25 sensitive product incorporates
the touch-free activation method that Viega launched
back in 2007 – with state-of-the-art technology at an
excellent price. A thoroughgoing success.
Tastes might vary, but great design always makes an
impact. It creates its own style, combining the latest
technology and consumer demands into everyday
products that shape the future. �uite simply, it shapes
the future. We love being a part of that – and that’s
why we love our work so much.�
Achim �ohl� born 1��0
CEO and designer at ARTE�AKT
�hoto� Alex Schwander
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FLUSH PLATES.
Available in touch-free versions, with electronic activation or with LE� lighting,
Viega Visign flush plates come in a whole range of colours and designs to accommodate your needs.

Visign for More 200
Black glass�
Model 8620.1
Article 773 588

Visign for More 200
Stained oak wood�
Model 8620.1
Article 773 564

Visign for More 200
White glass�
Model 8620.1
Article 773 571

Visign for More 200
Anthracite metal�
Model 8620.1
Article 773 595

Visign for More 200
�opper-gold-coloured
metal, also available
in gold-plated metal�
Model 8620.1
Article 773 601

Visign for More 201
Brushed stainless
steel�
Model 8621.1
Article 735 526
�� electronic

Visign for More 201
White stainless steel�
Model 8621.1
Article 773 502
�� electronic

Visign for More 201
Anthracite stainless
steel�
Model 8621.1
Article 773 519
�� electronic

Visign for More 201
Gold-plated stainless
steel�
Model 8621.1
Article 773 557
�� electronic

Visign for More 202
White metal�
Model 8622.1
Article 773 458
�� electronic

Visign for More 202
White/chrome-plated
metal, also available
in gold-plated metal�
Model 8622.1
Article 773 465
�� electronic

Visign for More 204
Anthracite stainless
steel/brushed stainless steel�
Model 8624.1
Article 773 670
�� electronic

Visign for More 204
Anthracite stainless
steel�
Model 8624.1
Article 773 656
�� electronic

Visign for More 204
Polished stainless
steel�
Model 8624.1
Article 773 649
�� electronic

Visign for More 204
Brushed stainless
steel�
Model 8624.1
Article 773 663
�� electronic

Visign for More 204
Gold-plated stainless
steel�
Model 8624.1
Article 773 700
�� electronic

Visign for More 205
sensitive
Black glass
Model 8625.1
Article 774 363
�� electronic

Visign for Style 20
Black matt plastic
Model 8610.1
Article 796 389

� �ustomised metal and special colours or gold-plated on request. �elivery time 8 – 10 weeks, returns excluded.
�� Additional accessory set required for electronic flush activation models (Model 8655.11, Article 783 952).
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Visign for Style 20
White-alpine plastic
Model 8610.1
Article 773 793

Visign for Style 20
Chrome-plated plastic
Model 8610.1
Article 773 779

Visign for Style 20
Satin matt plastic
Model 8610.1
Article 773 786

Visign for Style 21
White-alpine plastic
Model 8611.1
Article 773 250

Visign for Style 21
Chrome-plated plastic
Model 8611.1
Article 773 236

Visign for Style 21
Satin matt plastic
Model 8611.1
Article 773 243

Visign for Style 21
Black matt plastic*
Model 8611.1
Article 801 724

Visign for Style 23
White-alpine plastic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 151

Visign for Style 23
Black/stainless
steel-coloured acrylic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 182

Visign for Style 23
Black/black matt
acrylic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 199

Visign for Style 23
Chrome-plated plastic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 052

Visign for Style 23
Satin matt plastic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 069

Visign for Style 23
Stainless steelcoloured plastic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 168

Visign for Style 23
Black plastic*
Model 8613.1
Article 773 175

Visign for Style 23
Black matt plastic*
Model 8613.1
Article 801 731

Visign for Style 24
White-alpine plastic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 281

Visign for Style 24
Black/stainless
steel-coloured acrylic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 328

Visign for Style 24
Black/black matt
acrylic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 311

Visign for Style 24
Chrome-plated plastic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 267

Visign for Style 24
Satin matt plastic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 274

Visign for Style 24
Stainless steelcoloured plastic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 298

Visign for Style 24
Black plastic*
Model 8614.1
Article 773 304

Visign for Style 24
Black matt plastic*
Model 8614.1
Article 801 748

Visign for Style 25
sensitive
White-alpine plastic
Model 8615.1
Article 774 356
** electronic

* Customised metal and special colours or gold-plated on request. Delivery time 8 – 10 weeks, returns excluded.
** Additional accessory set required for electronic flush activation models (Model 8655.11, Article 783 952).
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BATHTUB FURNISHINGS.
�rom slim installation options to products for a higher fill depth, these convenient
solutions from Viega adapt your bathtub to suit you.
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M5

Model 6162.01
Article 721 244
R5
Model 6142.01
Article 721 558
MT5 Model 6161.01
Article 725 785
RT5 Model 6141.01
Article 732 530
�hrome-plated plastic

M3

Model 6154.0
Article 576 325
R3
Model 6156.0
Article 586 508
MT3 Model 6161.13
Article 725 792
RT3 Model 6141.02
Article 734 107
�hrome-plated plastic

M9

M5

M3

M9

Model 6162.01
Article 765 897
R5
Model 6142.01
Article 773 410
MT5 Model 6161.01
Article 766 498
RT5 Model 6141.01
Article 773 137
Gold plastic

Model 6154.0
Article 765 934
R3
Model 6156.0
Article 773 441
MT3 Model 6161.13
Article 766 528
RT3 Model 6141.02
Article 775 063
Gold plastic

Model 6171.0
Article 724 597
MT9 Model 6170.0
Article 724 580
�hrome-plated plastic

Model 6171.0
Article 766 467
MT9 Model 6170.0
Article 766 559
Gold plastic

M5

Model 6162.01
Article 806 118
R5
Model 6142.01
Article 799 984
MT5 Model 6161.01
Article 806 125
RT5 Model 6141.01
Article 799 991
Black matt plastic

Multiplex Trio E2
control elements
Model 6146.2
Article 682 972

Multiplex Trio E3
control elements
Model 6146.215
Article 684 655

Additional mixing unit required for electronic control

Additional mixing unit required for electronic control
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The product range

SHOWER CHANNELS.
A range of designs, consistently great drainage performance. Advantix �leviva
and Advantix Vario shower channels from Viega.

Advantix �leviva shower channel
Matt stainless steel 1.4301
Profile length 800 mm
Model 4981.30
Article 794 118
Profile length 1.000 mm
Model 4981.31
Article 794 125
Profile length 1.200 mm
Model 4981.32
Article 794 132
Advantix �leviva
Visign �1 insert
Matt stainless steel
Model 4981.50
Article 794 095

Advantix �leviva
Visign �1 insert
Gold-coloured
brushed stainless steel
Model 4981.50
Article 794 026

Visign �2 insert
Matt stainless steel
Model 4981.60
Article 794 101

Visign �2 insert
Gold-coloured brushed
stainless steel
Model 4981.60
Article 794 187

Advantix �leviva
Visign �1 insert
�opper-gold-coloured
matt stainless steel
Model 4981.50
Article 794 040

Advantix �leviva
Visign �1 insert
�hampagne matt
stainless steel
Model 4981.50
Article 794 156

Visign �2 insert
�opper-gold-coloured
matt stainless steel
Model 4981.60
Article 794 200

Visign �2 insert
�hampagne matt
stainless steel
Model 4981.60
Article 794 217

All profiles are available in all
colors of the inserts.
Advantix �leviva
Visign �1 insert
Black matt stainless steel
Model 4981.50
Article 794 002
Visign �2 insert
Black matt stainless steel
Model 4981.60
Article 794 163

Advantix Vario grate
Model 4965.31
Article 686 291
�igh-gloss stainless steel

Advantix Vario grate
Model 4965.30
Article 686 284
Matt stainless steel

Advantix Vario grate
Model 4965.32
Article 711 870
Black stainless steel

Advantix Vario grate
Model 4965.33
Article 711 887
White stainless steel
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The product range

SHOWER CHANNELS.
Strikingly unobtrusive: elegant drainage designs with Advantix shower channels.

Advantix mounting frame
Square contour

Model 4982.30
Profile length 750 mm
Article 736 804
Profile length 800 mm
Article 736 811
Profile length 900 mm
Article 736 828

Advantix mounting frame
Round contour

Article 4982.40
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 061
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 078
Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 085

Additional lengths within the
catalogue and website.

Advantix design grating,
round, Visign ER11

Advantix design grating,
square, Visign ER10

Brushed finish
Model 4982.50
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 153
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 160
Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 177
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 184
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 191

Advantix design grating
Visign ER13, tileable
with surrounding edge
Model 4982.70
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 351
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 368

Brushed finish
Model 4982.60
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 252
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 269
Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 276
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 283
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 290

Bright finish
Model 4982.51
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 207
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 214
Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 221
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 238
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 245

Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 375
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 382
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 399

Advantix Visign ER12
design grating, tileable,
no edge
Model 4982.71
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 405
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 412

Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 429
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 436
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 443

Bright finish
Model 4982.61
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 306
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 313
Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 320
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 337
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 344

Advantix design grating
Visign ER14
Glass version, black or
grey
Model 4982.81
Profile length 750 mm
Article 737 504
Profile length 800 mm
Article 737 511

SHOWER TRAY FURNISHINGS.
Viega shower tray furnishings are all about slim, elegant designs and outstanding drainage performance.
Tempoplex
�hrome-plated plastic
Model 6964.0
Article 649 982

Tempoplex
Black plastic
Model 6964.0
Article 806 132

Profile length 900 mm
Article 737 528
Profile length 1.000 mm
Article 737 535
Profile length 1.200 mm
Article 737 542
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�hrome-plated plastic
� 75 Model 6930.0
Article 649 968
� 90 Model 6931.0
Article 649 975
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The Visign range

SHOWER GRATINGS.
Viega shower gratings exemplify great drainage and design.

Visign RS11
Model 4962.1/4963.1
Article 586 423/586 669

Visign RS15
Light grey clear or black glass
Model 4976.30/4976.40
Article 617 165/617 172

Visign RS2
Model 4928.2/4929.2
Article 492 298/492 335

Visign RS4
Model 4928.4/4929.4
Article 492 311/492 359

Advantix cap,
tileable
Model 4932.2
Article 709 112

Visign EA1
Model 4972.30/4972.31
Article 592 387/592 394

Visign RS5
Light grey clear or black
glass
Model 4976.10/4976.20
Article 617 127/617 134

DRAINS FOR WASHBASINS.
Viega’s beautifully designed drains with odour traps for washbasins are a clean solution in every sense.

Eleganta
Model 5788
Article 440 190

Eleganta set
Model 5788.4
Article 492 489

Pipe odour trap
Model 5611
Article 305 611

Bottle odour trap
Model 5753
chrome plated
Article 100 674

Bottle odour trap
Model 5421
Article 472 528
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